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Sang Honghua quickly came back to her senses and gritted her teeth, “Omi, don’t be proud of yourself,
I have just laid a boundary long ago, with my sixth stage of tribulation, my boundary, you won’t be able
to break it to death, my boundary is connected to my life, unless I die, otherwise, you are just as
trapped.”

Omi’s eyebrows jumped, and sure enough, Omi was surrounded by a small boundary.

“Bang.”Omi chopped hard, and the boundary firmly surrounded him.

Boundaries were not the same as formation, they could only be effective against weaker people, but
once the weaker person was surrounded, the other party would not be able to break through no
matter what.On the other hand, as long as the strength of the formation was reached, even stronger
ones would still be effective.Therefore, the boundary was able to be formed by almost every
cultivator above the out-of-body stage, but it was very chicken-hearted, and the weaker person could
have been spiked, so why would he need a boundary to surround him, so the boundary had always
been used only to block some sound from spreading out.

“Hahaha, hahaha.”Sang Honghua let out a loud laugh.

Now, both of them were trapped, one trapped by the formation and the other surrounded by the
boundary.

“Omi, now, we’re even for now, your Heavenly Formation has a duration of three months, while my
boundary will remain as long as I’m not dead.After the three months, the Heavenly Wonders
Formation Scroll will expire, but at that time, you will still be trapped within my boundary.Your death
date will be then as well.”Sang Honghua said with gloomy eyes.

Omi this time, I don’t know if it was carelessness or the will of God, but it didn’t go as smoothly as the
last time he killed Yaobang.

Just like this, three days passed.

In these three days, both Omi and Sang Honghua could only stare at each other dryly.

Omi tried his Twelve Sword Formation, but unfortunately, it wasn’t able to cut through Sang
Honghua’s boundary, unless, Omi’s Twelve Sword Formation was practiced to the fourth set. The first
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But to practice to the fourth set, Omi’s realm would have to be at least at the second or even third
stage of Tribulation.

“Omi, I’ll see if it’s you or me who’s in a hurry.”Sang Honghua, who was a dozen meters away in front of
Omi, snorted proudly.

At that moment, Mu Qianji came in from outside.

“Omi, ah.”As soon as Mu Qianji entered the main hall, he saw the situation inside the main hall.



“What’s going on here?Who is he?”Mu Qianji was busy asking.

Sang Honghua looked at Mu Qianji and smiled, “I didn’t expect that the Mo Dynasty would have such a
watery female Daoist friend.Let’s just say, after I get rid of the Heavenly Formation, I’ll let the old man
have a taste of this female Daoist friend.”

Omi raged, “Sang Honghua, you shut up, you dare to desecrate my woman.”

“Yo, so it’s your woman, then I’ll have to taste it all the more.”Sang Honghua licked her lips and said.

Mu Qianji was busy asking, “Omi, what’s going on?”

“Qianjie, you go and get Liu Bing, Song Complaint and the others.”

“Good.”

Not long after, Liu Bing, Song Complaint Sky and the others came.

They were very surprised to see a Transmigration Sixth Stage trapped by Omi’s Heavenly Scrolls, and
even more surprised that Omi was also surrounded by Sang Honghua’s boundary before activating the
Heavenly Scrolls, trapping each other.

Omi busily said, “Liu Bing, Song Complaint, you attack him immediately and keep attacking until he
dies.”

Liu Bing asked, “Could he not be Sang Hong Hua of the Sang Dynasty?”

“That’s him, attack quickly.”

Sang Honghua snorted, “You two little bastards, how dare you try to attack?My Sang Dynasty is the
strongest dynasty in the Six Seas, with over a dozen Half Immortals existing.

If you guys don’t want to die, get out of my way.”

Omi said, “Liu Bing, Song Complaint, don’t be threatened by him, hurry.”

Sang Honghua scornfully said, “Omi, don’t struggle, do you think, with the two of them, you can really
hurt me?”Not to mention three months, even if it’s five months, they may not be able to exhaust the
spiritual energy of my attack.”

Liu Bing and Song Complaint, however, were very conflicted at the moment.

Should they help Omi, or not?

They didn’t know who would be alive by the end of the two of them, and if they chose the wrong
person to help, it would be doom and gloom.

“Liu Bing, Song Complaint, didn’t you declare your allegiance to me?Still not doing it?”Omi shouted.

While Liu Bing and Song Complaint were hesitating, a voice came out, “Whoever dares to move try.”

A man flew in.



Omi saw the flying man and was furious, “Mo Qing, you F*cking shade me, thanks to me trusting you so
much before and telling you all the secrets I have on me, I didn’t expect.”

“Hmph, Omi, you will also have today.”Mo Qing sneered.

Sang Honghua looked confused, wasn’t Mo Qing killed by him?How come this guy is also Mo Qing?

Mo Qing looked at Sang Hong Hua and snorted, “Sang Hong Hua, you’re curious, how come I’m also
called Mo Qing.”

“Who are you?Why did you pretend to be Mo Qing?I clearly killed Mo Qing.”Sang Honghua said.

“Hahaha, Sang Hong Hua, you haven’t seen the real Mo Qing, I’m the real Mo Qing, the one you saw is
just my shape-shifting double using my secret method.The shape-shifting double, I can manipulate his
mind, and he still has any of my momentum, except for his appearance can’t turn into my past, any of
his other characteristics are mine.And you haven’t seen me, you can’t see through it at all.The one you
killed was nothing more than my shadow-changing double.”

Sang Honghua depressedly said, “Mo Qing, I didn’t expect you to be so shady.”

Mo Qing raged, “Sang Hong Hua, the shady one is you, I kindly and kindly told you Omi’s secret, and
you killed me.”

Omi seemed to understand a lot as he listened to their conversation.

Omi said in his heart: what retribution.Unfortunately, Mo Qing wasn’t easy to deal with and wasn’t
really killed.

Now, Mo Qing and Sang Hong Hua were also red hot.

Sang Honghua scolded Mo Qing for using him and not telling him about Omi’s real situation,
possessing the Scroll of Heaven and having trapped Yaobang to death.

And Mo Qing also scolded Sang Hong Hua, good intentions as a donkey’s liver and lungs.

Omi and the others, however, could only be spectators until they both had enough cursing.

Sang Honghua threatened, “Mo Qing, when I get rid of the Sky Formation, I’ll follow your surname if I
don’t tear you apart.”

Mo Qing was also filled with anger and said, “Sang Honghua, do you think I will let you or get rid of the
Sky Formation?If I, plus Liu Bing, and Song Complaining Tian attack you together, can we wear you out
in three months?”

Sang Honghua’s face turned pale, “You dare not.”

Mo Qing gritted his teeth, “Why wouldn’t I dare, you were afraid that people would know about the
treasures on Omi’s body, you sneaked here, I’m afraid that no one but you and I would know that you
came here, do you think that someone from your family would come to save you?No, they don’t even
know how you died.”

Sang Hong Hua snorted, “Mo Qing, don’t forget, you betrayed Omi, and now Omi is trapped by my
boundary, if you kill me, my boundary will break, and then Omi will be free.Will Omi let you go?”
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